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THE CONCEPT
The digital economy maturing day after day as well as the
blockchain is revolutionizing the way we do business and have fun.
Adoption of smart contracts and blockchain technology provides a
solution for the most crucial problems in the gaming industry, such
as rigged results, slow and low pay-outs, lack of transparency, limited
privacy, and consequently, lack of trust.
LUTO CASH, the decentralized gaming platform for gambling and
esports industry that is conventionally ruled, anonymously played,
and autonomously operated, is a first-of-its-kind for a blockchain
based platform which incorporates the joy of traditional lotto
experience

into

the

security,

reliability,

transparency

and

performance of blockchain technology, to ensure both traditional
digital game players and crypto-enthusiasts enjoy the future, today,
while empowering players by giving back to the community.
LUTO CASH is a DeFi powered platform bringing the most wished
decentralized games and it's features into play and yet not missing
out on conventional lottery players by incorporating the

rules of

classic games.
Through the combination of user-centric modules, state of the art
technology, robust marketing and a unique business model, the new
blockchain-based platform will offer features, opportunities, and
tokenized reward program that extend beyond current platforms.

ABOUT LUTO CASH
EXPERIENCED BASED PLATFORM
A lottery game that is conventionally ruled, anonymously played, and
autonomously operated, LUTO CASH is an innovative & decentalised
software

solution

designed

to

enhance

the

experience

of

participants and continue to be the meeting point between
technology, fairness and entertainment.
LUTO CASH is a DAO utilizing the existing rules of the most famous
conventional gaming to create a platform at the interface of the
most advanced technologies.
The fully automatized and decentralized solution will serve as the
world’s

first

fully

and

truly

decentralized

and

transparent

cryptocurrency lottery operated by an Binance smart chain. LUTO
CASH’s all-inclusive decentralized features are a far cry from the
bare-bones conventional and online lotteries of yestertime.
LUTO CASH is designed to empower players and disrupt unjust
classic games, is the first of its kind gambling providing unique
solutions to official and online gaming problems and bringing the
most wished decentralized features into play.
The platform will have real use case of PROBABLY FAIR and each
user will have better winning ratio than any other platform.

LUTO CASH GAMES

Online Lotto - First Series of Games on LUTO Platform

GAME DEVELOPERS
The team behind LUTO CASH has a strong track record within their
field of expertise. THE CEO has solid background in development,
project management and marketing/pr, backed by an experienced
team with a proven track record, who bring their insights and talents
to make sure LUTO CASH completely fulfils what promises.
The initial game stand as as proof of concept which can
demonstrate the capabilities of LUTO CASH platform and ecosystem.
Games on LUTO CASH platform can be run directly in the broser and
mobile devices without requiring any app download.

OPPORTUNITY
TO SOLVE ISSUES AND INEFFICIENCIES
At present, the gambling industry is plagued by a host of issues and
inefficiencies - the result, a lack of trust between players, developers
and service providers due to multiple intermediaries, enormous
house edge and unintuitive user experiences.
There is a pressing need for an overhaul of the whole online
gambling industry. A solution to a fair and modern gambling system
is a fully decentralized gaming platform that leverages the
advantages of blockchain technology.Despite the significant growth
of the online gambling industry,
several on-going issues are

deterring players from

participating.

Problems with trust, security, transparency, limited lottery options,
unreliability, geographical boundaries and small jackpots are all
contributing to the loss of players.
Today, all aspects of online betting - from launching a gambling to
user account management and

cashing out for players - are

affected by the centralized model of traditional gambling. This
creates a host of issues for players.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TEAM SUMMARY
LUTO CASH team building a revolutionary platform to bridge the
gap between blockchain and gambling/esports industry. This
whitepaper will give an overoview about LUTO CASH platform, the
LUTO as digital asset and the other products which can be used by
mass audience.

THE EXEPERIENCED TEAM
An experienced team that you can trust, leaded by the CEO Hiten
Mehra, the core team has collective experience of 36 years

in

software and platform development, has overseen more than 1000+
products in last 13 years.

THE PLATFORM & $LUTO TOKEN
We are excited to announce the LUTO CASH gaming platform will
have thousadnds of games. LUTO CASH platfom, The Binance Smart
Chain based platform will have following advantages:
1. $LUTO token is fast and secure.
2. $LUTO token will be used for gaming & gambling ads.
3. Will be used as payment asset on platforms.
4. There isn't any transaction fee.
5. Will be 10x cheaper games due to gas costs.
6. The entire system will be decentalised.
7. The platform will have New games every month.

TOKEN METRICS
THE PLATFORM & $LUTO TOKEN
Name : LUTO CASH
Ticker: LUTO
Total Supply: 100,000,000
Decimals: 9

Private Sale/Partners
10%

$LUTO TOKENOMICS
40% Token - Pre Sale / Seed Round

CEX Reserve
10%
PreSale
40%

40% Token - DEX Listing
10% Token - CEX Lsiting
10% Token - Private Sale/ Partners
Liquidity
40%

$LUTO PRE-SALE
Total supply: 100,000,000 $LUTO
Tokens for presale: 40,000,000 $LUTO (40% of total supply)
Tokens for liquidity: 40,000,000 $LUTO (40% of total supply)
Softcap: 200 BNB
Hardcap: 400 BNB
Min purchase per wallet: 0.1 BNB
Max purchase per wallet: 4 BNB
Presale rate: 1BNB = 100.000 $LUTO
Pancake Listing Rate: 1 BNB = 100.000 $LUTO
Liquidity Locked: 90%

ROADMAP
IDEA INCEPTION

IDEA/MARKET RESEARCH

APRIL 2021

APRIL 2021

TEAM BUILDING
MAY 2021

TOKENOY PARTNERSHIP

PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

JUNE 2021

MAY 2021

CONTRACT CREATION
JULY 2021

WEBSITE DESIGN

MARKETING

JULY 2021

PRE SALE

SEPTEMBER 2021

AUGUST 2021

PRIVATE SALE
SEPTEMBER 2021

DEX LAUNCH
SEPTEMBER 2021

CMC / CG LISTING
SEPTEMBER 2021

PARTNERHSIPS
JANUARY 2022

LUTO PLATFORM LAUNCH
OCTOBER 2021

CEX LISTING
NOV/DEC 2021

DISCLAIMER

Potential purchasers of LUTO CASH tokens (LUTO as referred to in this whitepaper) must personally
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties around cryptocurrencies and this whitepaper and its
contained information shall not be considered legal, financial, business, tax or investment advice.
This whitepaper does not represent an offer document of any kind or prospectus and is not intended to
illustrate a solicitation for investment in securities or offer of securities in any jurisdiction, and the
information provided has not been approved or examined by any regulatory authority of any kind.
Please seek necessary advice from your tax advisor, your legal or any other professional advisor or your
local authorities when you plan to participate in LUTO CASH and LUTO token fundraisings.

